Is the relationship between word probability and processing difficulty linear or logarithmic?
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Research has found that the surprisal of a word—the negative logarithm of the probability of the
word being the next word in an utterance—predicts multiple behavioral metrics of processing dif
ficulty such as reading time [8, 10, 3, 6, 12, 17], as well as the N400, a neural index of semantic
processing difficulty [7, 5, 1, 11]. However, a recent highpowered study by Brothers & Kuperberg
[4] finds a linear relationship between word predictability and two behavioral metrics of processing
difficulty (selfpaced reading time and picture naming latency), and finds additional evidence of the
same relationship in previous eyetracking literature [13, 14, 15, 16].
One possible explanation is based on the different measures of predictability used between
studies. Most of the surprisal studies use corpusbased metrics of word predictability such as
trigram probability [17], or the probability estimated by recurrent neural network language models
(RNNLMs) trained on text corpora [7, 1, 11]. By contrast, Brothers & Kuperberg [4] use cloze
probability, the probability that participants in a norming study will fill a specific gap in a sentence
with a specific word. Thus, these two metrics represent different kinds of predictability—we should
not necessarily expect the relationship between them and processing difficulty to be the same.
If part of the language system consists of a neurocognitive implementation of an RNNLMlike
system, that is, a system that predicts the next word in a sequence based on longterm knowledge
of the statistics of language and the preceding context, there is no need in principle for its output
to be directly proportional to the raw probability output of an RNNLM. If this output is proportional
to the negative logtransformed probability of an RNNLM, as is supported by the aforementioned
behavioural and neural evidence, then we should expect downstream tasks such as the cloze task
to use these outputs. Thus, we would expect cloze probability to have a linear relationship with
processing difficulty metrics, as was found by Brothers & Kuperberg [4]; and we would expect raw
RNN probability to have a logarithmic relationship with both processing difficulty and cloze. In the
present study, we investigate whether this is the case with N400 amplitude as our operationalization
of processing difficulty.
To test this, we first investigate how well cloze and RNNLM predicted probability and their log
transformed counterparts (i.e., their surprisals) predict N400 amplitude. To do this, we use a subset
of the stimuli and EEG recordings from a previous ERP study [2]. We used the cloze probabilities
for the sentence completions collected in the original study, and used a pretrained RNNLM [9] to
calculate corpusbased probability. Each of these was also logtransformed to get surprisal values.
We used linearmixed effects models to predict the bytrial, byelectrode mean amplitudes over the
300500ms period after stimulus presentation (the canonical N400 time period). As can be seen
in Figure 1A, we see that the models using raw cloze probabilities fit N400 amplitude better than
those with the logtransformed probabilities, but that the reverse is true for the RNNLMderived
probabilities. This shows that our initial hypothesis that the two probabilities may differ in this way
is supported by the evidence.
To further investigate the hypothesis, we test whether RNNLM probability or surprisal best
predicts cloze probability by using linear mixedeffects models to predict cloze probability based
on these two metrics. As can be seen in Figure 1B, we find that RNNLM surprisal better fits
cloze probability than raw RNNLM probability. Thus, cloze probability more closely reflects corpus
derived probabilities that have been logtransformed than those that have not.
Therefore, if a neurocognitive system that predicts upcoming words based only on the surface
level statistics of previous linguistic input is either used in the cloze task or underlies the N400
response, we provide evidence that its output is closer to RNNLM surprisal than raw probability.
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Figure 1: (A) AIC of linear mixedeffects models predicting N400 amplitude by predictor. (B) AIC
of linear mixedeffects models predicting Cloze probability by predictor.
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